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Abstract
In order to identify one system (module) in an interconnected dynamic network, one typically has to solve a Multi-Input-
Single-Output (MISO) identification problem that requires identification of all modules in the MISO setup. For application
of a parametric identification method this would require estimating a large number of parameters, as well as an appropriate
model order selection step for a possibly large scale MISO problem, thereby increasing the computational complexity of the
identification algorithm to levels that are beyond feasibility. An alternative identification approach is presented employing
regularized kernel-based methods. Keeping a parametric model for the module of interest, we model the impulse response of
the remaining modules in the MISO structure as zero mean Gaussian processes (GP) with a covariance matrix (kernel) given
by the first-order stable spline kernel, accounting for the noise model affecting the output of the target module and also for
possible instability of systems in the MISO setup. Using an Empirical Bayes (EB) approach the target module parameters
are estimated through an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm with a substantially reduced computational complexity,
while avoiding extensive model structure selection. Numerical simulations illustrate the potentials of the introduced method
in comparison with the state-of-the-art techniques for local module identification.
Key words: System identification; Interconnected systems; Gaussian processes; Estimation algorithms; Dynamic networks.
1 Introduction
Interconnected systems are becoming increasingly ubiq-
uitous and high attention has been devoted to the identi-
fication of large-scale interconnected systems, known as
dynamic networks. These networks can be considered as
a set of measurable signals (the node signals) intercon-
nected through linear dynamic systems and can be possi-
bly driven by external excitation signals and/or process
noise. Data-driven methods for dynamic networks can
be typically divided into two categories, namely meth-
ods for full network identification, and methods for local
module identification. The former deals with the identi-
fication of the full network dynamics [19, 32, 36, 38, 39],
including aspects of identifiability [2, 6, 17, 20, 35, 37],
while the latter deals with the identification of a specific
module (system) of the network (so called local module
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identification) considering that the topology of the net-
work is known [7–9,12, 16, 21, 24, 25, 29–31,33, 34].
In this paper we focus on the local module identification
problem. In [9,33], the classical direct method for closed
loop identification [22] has been generalized to the frame-
work of a dynamic network. Similarly, in [9, 16, 33], the
indirect identification methods have been generalized
to the dynamic network framework. A direct method
to handle correlated process noise has been provided
in [30, 34]. A method that combines the frameworks of
the direct and the indirect method by using additional
excitation signals as predictor inputs has been intro-
duced in [31]. Considering the effect of sensor noise in
the measurements, the aforementioned setting has been
generalized in [8]. A simultaneous minimization of the
prediction error approach is introduced in [18] for iden-
tifying the target module in a dynamic network with
only sensor noise. This method has been extended to a
Bayesian setting in [12], where regularized kernel-based
methods are used to decrease the variance of the esti-
mated target module.
In this paper we aim at improving the performance of
the direct method for dynamic networks, since the di-
rect method exploits both the external excitation sig-
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Fig. 1. Network example with 4 internal nodes, 2 reference
signals and a noise sources at each node.
nals and noise signals for data informativity. Assuming
a known topology of the network, in [33] it was shown
that, in order to identify a given module of interest using
the direct method, we have to formulate a multi-input
single-output (MISO) identification problem where the
inputs of the MISO setup correspond to the inputs of all
modules of the network sharing the same output with
the module of interest (see Sec. 3 for details). A relaxed
setup has been provided in [9], where the MISO setup
contains only a subset of the above mentioned inputs.
This implies that, in both the approaches, to avoid pos-
sible bias in the parameter estimates, one has to identify
all the modules constituting the MISO structure, bring-
ing in the problem a possibly high number of parame-
ters to be estimated that are of no primal interest to the
experimenter. For example, considering the network in
Figure 1 with the target module of interest for identifi-
cation being G31, one has to identify G31, G32 and G34.
Adding to this, a model order selection step needs to be
performed to select the number of parameters for each
module using complexity criteria like AIC, BIC, or cross
validation [22]. For this, it is required to test a num-
ber of combination of candidate model orders that in-
creases exponentially with the number of models in the
MISO structure, making the model order selection step
computationally infeasible (e.g., for 5 modules with FIR
model structure and orders from 1 to 5, one has to test
55 possible combinations). More importantly, if any of
the modules constituting the MISO structure is unsta-
ble, the prediction error identification approaches avail-
able from the literature cannot be used, since the pre-
dictors are unstable. We stress the presence of unstable
modules is compatible with stable input-output dynam-
ics in a network. For example, in the network of Figure 1
the effect of unstable modules in G31 and/or G32 could
be canceled by suitable controllers G23 and/or G12.
In this paper, we address the aforementioned prob-
lems developing an identification method based on
non-parametric regularized kernel-based methods that
‚ identifies a local module through a direct approach,
exploiting both the external excitation signals and the
disturbance signals for data informativity,
‚ avoids the complexity of model order selection for
large-scale problems,
‚ reduces the number of nuisance parameters that need
to be estimated in local module identification, and
‚ can be used irrespective of the stability of the modules
in the MISO structure, with no need of prior informa-
tion on possible unstable modules.
In [29], a method to improve the performance of the
direct method for dynamic networks based on non-
parametric regularized kernel based methods has been
introduced. Even though the method in [29] achieves
the first three above mentioned objectives, it does not
achieve the fourth and cannot be used under the pres-
ence of unstable modules in the MISO structure. In
the current paper, building upon the preliminary work
of [29], we provide a different and unified framework to
identify the module of interest, which does not depend
on the stability of the modules in the MISO structure.
In order to develop this method, we build on the fol-
lowing approach. We keep a parametric model for the
target module of interest in order to have an accurate
description of its dynamics. The impulse responses of
the remaining modules in the MISO structure are mod-
eled as zero mean Gaussian Processes (GP), with covari-
ance (or kernel) given by the first-order stable spline ker-
nel [5], [28], which encodes stability and smoothness of
the processes. However, we need to handle the prior in-
clusion of stability property using kernel-based methods
under the presence of unstable modules and also incor-
porate process noise modeling in our framework to avoid
increased bias in the estimated target module. We do
this by appropriately rewriting the network dynamics.
Using the aforementioned approach, we obtain a Gaus-
sian probabilistic description that depends on a vector
of parameters η containing the parameters of the mod-
ule of interest, the variance of the output noise, and the
hyperparamaters characterizing the stable spline ker-
nel. Therefore, estimating η provides the parameters of
the target module. This is accomplished by using an
Empirical Bayes (EB) approach [23], where η is esti-
mated by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the
data, which requires solving a nonlinear non-convex op-
timization problem. To this end, we use the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) method [11], which provides a solu-
tion by iterating over simple sub-problems which either
admit analytical solutions or require solving scalar op-
timization problems. Numerical experiments performed
on simulated dynamic networks show the potentials of
the developed method in comparison with available clas-
sical methods.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the setup
of the dynamic network is defined. Section 3 provides a
summary about the direct method and the extension of
this framework using regularized kernel-based methods
to end up in a marginal likelihood estimation problem is
provided in Section 4. Next, we provide the approach and
solution to the marginal likelihood problem using EM
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method. Section 6 provides the results of numerical sim-
ulations performed on simple dynamic networks, which
is followed by the Conclusions. The technical proofs of
all results are collected in the Appendix.
2 Problem statement
Following the setup of [33], we consider a dynamic net-
work that is built up of L scalar measurable internal
variables or nodes wjptq, j = 1, . . . , L. The dynamic net-
work is defined by the equation (time and frequency de-
pendence is omitted below),
»
—————–
w1
w2
...
wL
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl“
»
—————–
0 G012pqq . . . G
0
1Lpqq
G021pqq 0 . . . G
0
2Lpqq
...
. . .
. . .
...
G0L1pqqG
0
L2pqq. . . 0
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
»
—————–
w1
w2
...
wL
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl`
»
—————–
r1
r2
...
rL
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl`
»
—————–
v1
v2
...
vL
fi
ffiffiffiffiffifl
“ G0pqqwptq ` rptq ` vptq
(1)
The representation in (1) is an extension of the Dy-
namic Structure Function (DSF) representation [17]. In
the above equation,
‚ q´1 is the shift (delay) operator i.e. q´1uptq “ upt´1q;
‚ G0jkpqq is a strictly proper rational transfer function
for j “ 1, . . . , L and k “ 1, . . . , L;
‚ vjptq is an unmeasured process noise entering node
wjptq. It is a realization of a stationary stochastic pro-
cess represented by vjptq “ H
0
j pqqejptq, with ejptq a
Gaussian white noise process with unknown variance
σ2j and H
0
j pqq a monic, stable and minimum phase fil-
ter;
‚ rjptq is a measured external excitation signal entering
node wjptq. In some nodes, it may be absent.
We assume that the dynamic network is stable, i.e. pI ´
G0pqqq´1 is stable, and well posed (see [33] for details).
Also we consider that the process noise vjptq entering the
node wjptq is uncorrelated with the process noise enter-
ing any other node of the network. We assume that we
have collected N measurements of the internal variables
twkptqu
N
t“1, k “ 1, . . . , L, and that we are interested in
building a model of the module directly linking node i
to node j, that is G0jipqq, using the measurements of the
internal variables, and possibly r. To this end, we choose
a parameterization of G0jipqq, denoted as Gjipq, θq, that
describes the dynamics of the module of interest for a
certain parameter vector θ0 P R
nθ .
We define G0jk, k P Nj and H
0
j as rational transfer func-
tion such thatG0jkpqq “
B0jkpqq
F 0
jk
pqq
andH0j pqq “
C0j pqq
D0
j
pqq
where
B0jkpqq “ b
0
jk1
q´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` b0jknb
q
´nbjk ,
F 0jkpqq “ 1` f
0
jk1
q´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` f0jknf
q
´nfjk , (2)
C0j pqq “ 1` c
0
j1
q´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c0jnc
q´ncj ,
D0j pqq “ 1` d
0
j1
q´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` d0j nd
q
´ndj ,
are polynomials, and nbjk , nfjk , ncjk , ndjk are positive in-
tegers, andNj is the set of node indices k such thatGjk ı
0. We now expand the parameterization of G0jipqq as
Gjipq, θq “
Bjipq,θBq
Fjipq,θF q
“
Bjipq,θBq
1`F¯jipq,θF q
with θ “
”
θJB θ
J
F
ıJ
,
where θB and θF are the parameterized coefficients of
polynomials B0jipqq and F
0
jipqq respectively as in Eq. (2)
(i.e. θB “ rbji1 . . . bjinb
sJ and θF “ rfji1 . . . fjinf
sJ).
3 The standard direct method
Following the definition of a dynamic network in the
previous section, each scalar internal variable can be de-
scribed as:
wjptq “
ÿ
kPNj
G0jkpqqwkptq ` rjptq ` vjptq (3)
The above equation represents a MISO structure and is
the starting point of the methodology presented in this
paper, which is based on extending the direct method
[33]. In the standard directmethod for dynamic networks
[33], we consider the one-step-ahead predictor [22] of
wjptq:
wˆjpt|t´ 1; θq “
`
1´ pHjq
´1pq, θq
˘
wjptq ` pHjq
´1pq, θqGjipq, θqwiptq
` pHjq
´1pq, θq
` ÿ
kPNjztiu
Gjkpq, θqwkptq ` rjptq
˘
which is a function of the parameter vector θ. Not only
the target module, but also the modules G0jkpqq, k P
Njztiu, and the noise modelH
0
j pqq, are suitably parame-
terized with additional parameters. The parameter vec-
tor of interest θ is identified byminimizing the sum of the
squared prediction error εjptq “ wjptq ´ wˆjpt|t ´ 1; θq.
We note that in this formulation, the prediction error de-
pends also on the additional parameters entering the re-
maining modules and the noise model, which need to be
identified to guarantee consistent estimates of θ. There-
fore, the total number of parameters may grow large if
the cardinality of Nj is large, with a detrimental effect
on the variance of the estimate of θ in the case where N
is not very large.
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4 The developed Empirical Bayes identification
technique
We now discuss how to use regularized kernel-based
methods to avoid parameterization of the additional
modules (all modules except the target module) in the
MISO structure. We define the following quantities:
S0j pqq :“ 1´ pH
0
j q
´1pqq , S0jkpqq :“ pH
0
j q
´1G0jkpqq .
Considering the above definitions, Eq. (3) can be re-
written as
wjptq “ wˆjpt|t´ 1q ` ejptq,
“ S0j pqqwjptq ` p1´ S
0
j pqqqpG
0
jipqqwiptq ` rjptqq
`
ÿ
kPNjztiu
S0jkpqqwkptq ` ejptq, (4)
where we isolate the target module G0jipqq. A main chal-
lenge when using kernel methods for LTI system iden-
tification is that typically a prior knowledge on the sta-
bility of the predictor filters in (4) is imposed to reduce
the MSE of the estimated impulse response of the sys-
tem (see [28,29]. When all systems (i.e. Gjk, k P Nj) are
stable, as assumed in [29], the predictor filters in (4) are
stable and the setup in (4) lends itself for kernel-based
estimation of the predictor filters. However, when some
or all systems in the MISO structure are not stable, the
imposition of prior knowledge on stability is not possible
unless we suitably rewrite the network dynamics in (3).
Proposition 1 Consider the network equation of the
output node signal wjptq in (3). The network equation
can be represented in an alternative way as 1 ,
wjptq “Mjpqqwjptq ´ p1´MjpqqqF¯jipqqwjptq
` p1´MjpqqqBjipqqwiptq `
ÿ
kPNjztiu
Mjkpqqwkptq`e¯jptq,
(5)
where M‹pqq are strictly proper predictor filters, Bjipqq
and F¯jipqq “ ´p1´ Fjipqqq are stable polynomials repre-
senting Gjipqq, and e¯jptq is a Gaussian white noise with
variance σ¯2j .
Proof: Collected in the appendix. The expressions for
M‹pqq are provided in the appendix. l
Since all the predictor filters in the rewritten network
dynamics are stable, this formulation lends itself to the
Bayesian approach [29], as described in the subsequent
sections.
1 from now on superscript 0 is dropped for convenience.
4.1 Vector description of the dynamics
In order to apply a kernel-basedmethod to (5), we are go-
ing to formulate a vector description of the network dy-
namics for the available N measurements. For notation
purposes, we consider N -dimensional vectors bji and fji
(which will also depend on θ, although we will keep this
dependence tacit) which are the parameterized coeffi-
cients of Bjipq, θBq and F¯jipq, θF q respectively stacked
with zeros (i.e. bji “ rθJB 0
JsJ and fji “ rθJF 0
JsJ).
Similarly, we define the vector mk, k P Njztiu, and mj
as the vectors containing the first l coefficients of the
impulse responses ofMjkpqq, k P Njztiu, andMjpqq, re-
spectively. The integer l is chosen large enough to ensure
mkpl ` 1q,mjpl ` 1q » 0.
Lemma 1 Let the vector notation for the node wjptq be
wj :“
”
wjp1q . . . wjpNq
ıT
. Considering the parameter-
ization of G0ji, the network dynamics in (5) can be rep-
resented in the vector form as:
wj “ W˜mj `Wjigji `
ÿ
kPNjztiu
Wkmk ` e¯j , (6)
where gji “ rbJji f
J
ji
sJ and e¯j is the vectorized noise.
W˜ , Wji and Wk are Toeplitz matrices constructed from
measurements of the nodes in the MISO structure.
Proof: We denote by Wk P R
Nˆl the Toeplitz matrix of
the vector wk :“
”
0 wkp1q . . . wkpN ´ 1q
ıT
, k P tNj Y
juztiu and Wℓ P R
NˆN the Toeplitz matrix of the vec-
tor wℓ :“
”
0 wℓp1q . . . wℓpN ´ 1q
ıT
where ℓ P ti, ju.
Similarly, we denote by W¯ℓ P R
Nˆl the Toeplitz ma-
trix of the vector w¯ℓ :“
”
0 0 ´wℓp1q . . . ´wℓpN ´ 2q
ıT
,
ℓ P ti, ju. Also Gb and Gf are the Toeplitz matrix of
bji and fji respectively. Considering the parameteriza-
tion of G0ji and the above established notations, we can
rewrite the network dynamics in (5) as (6) where W˜ :“
Wj`GbW¯i´GfW¯j,Wji “ rWi ´Wjs, gji “ rb
J
ji f
J
ji
sJ
and e¯j is the vectorized noise. l
4.2 Modeling strategy for the additional modules
We now have a vector description of the module dynam-
ics where we have isolated the objective of the identi-
fication method, namely gji, from the non-interesting
nuisance terms, namely mk and mj. As the next step,
we discuss our modeling strategy with the use of regu-
larized kernel-based methods. Our goal is to limit the
number of parameters necessary to describe wj in (6),
in order to increase the accuracy of the estimated pa-
rameter vector of interest θ. In order to achieve this, we
4
keep a parametric model for gji (accounting for the ze-
ros in gji), while the remaining impulse responses in (6)
are modeled with non-parametric model as zero mean
Gaussian processes. The choice of Gaussian processes is
motivated by the fact that, with a suitable choice of the
prior covariance matrix (usually referred to as kernel),
we can get a significant reduction in the variance of the
estimated impulse responses [28]. Therefore, we model
mj and mk, k P Njztiu, as independent
2 zero mean
Gaussian processes (vectors in this case). The choice of
the covariance matrix (kernel) of these vectors are given
by the First-order Stable Spline kernel whose general
structure is given as,
rKβsx,y “ λβ
maxpx,yq , (7)
where βj P r0, 1q is a hyperparameter that regulates the
decay velocity of the realizations of the corresponding
Gaussian vector, while λ ě 0 tunes their amplitude. The
choice of this kernel is motivated by the fact that it en-
forces favorable properties such as stability and smooth-
ness in the estimated impulse responses [26], [27]. There-
fore, we have that
mj „ N p0, λjKβjq (8)
mk „ N p0, λkKβkq , k P Njztiu, (9)
where we have assigned different hyperparameters to
the impulse response priors to guarantee flexible enough
models.
4.3 Incorporating Empirical Bayes approach
We define
m :“
”
mJj mk
J
1 mk
J
2 . . . mk
J
p
ıJ
, (10)
where k1, . . . , kp are the elements of the set Njztiu, and
W :“
”
W˜ Wk1 Wk2 . . . Wkp
ı
, (11)
K :“ diagtλjKβj , λk1Kβk1 , . . . , λkpKβkpu. (12)
Using the above, we can rewrite (6) in compact form as
wj “Wm`Wjigji ` e¯j . (13)
2 It is clear that these impulse responses share some com-
mon dynamics given by the pre-multiplication with the in-
verse of the noise model Hjpqq. However, for computational
purposes it is convenient to treat the impulse responses as
independent. Furthermore, incorporating the mutual depen-
dence through a suitable choice of prior distribution seems
a non-trivial problem that deserves a thorough analysis that
is outside the scope of this paper.
Having assumed a Gaussian distribution of the noise, we
can write the joint probabilistic description ofm and wj ,
which is jointly Gaussian, as:
p
˜«
m
wj
ff
; η
¸
„ N
˜«
0
Wjigji
ff
,
«
K KWJ
WK P
ff¸
,
(14)
where
P :“ σ¯2j IN ` W˜λjKβjW˜ `
ÿ
kPNjztiu
WkλkKβkWk
J,
(15)
and this pdf depends upon the vector of parameters
η :“
”
θJ λj λk1 . . . λkp βj βk1 . . . βkp σ¯
2
j
ı
,
which contains the parameter vector of the target mod-
ule, the hyperparameters of the kernels of the impulse
response models of the other modules, and the variance
of the “dummy” noise corrupting wjptq. Therefore, we
focus on the estimation of η, since it contains the pa-
rameter of interest θ. To this end, we apply an Empirical
Bayes (EB) approach. We consider the marginal pdf of
wj , which is obtained by integrating out the dependence
on m and corresponds to
ppwj ; ηq „ N pWigji,Pq. (16)
Then, the estimate of η is obtained by maximizing the
marginal likelihood of wj , namely
ηˆ “ argmax
η
ppwj ; ηq
“argmin
η
log detP`
`
wj ´Wjigji
˘J
P´1
`
wj ´Wjigji
˘
.
(17)
Solving this optimization problem can be a cumber-
some task, because it is a nonlinear one and involves a
large number of decision variables. In the next section,
we study how to solve the marginal likelihood problem
through a dedicated iterative scheme.
5 Solution to the marginal likelihood problem
In this section, we focus on solving the problem in (17)
by deriving an iterative solution scheme through the EM
algorithm [11]. For this, we need to first define a latent
variable whose estimation simplifies the computation of
the marginal likelihood. In our case, a natural choice is
m. Then, the solution to (17) using the EM algorithm is
obtained by iterating among the following two steps:
‚ E-Step: Given an estimate ηˆpnq computed at the nth
iteration, compute
Qpnqpηq “ Erlog ppwj ,m; ηqs , (18)
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where the expectation of the joint log-likelihood of
wj and m is taken with respect to the posterior
ppm|wj ; ηˆ
pnqq;
‚ M-Step: Update ηˆ by solving
ηˆpn`1q “ argmax
η
Qpnqpηq . (19)
When iterating among the above steps, convergence to a
stationary point of the marginal likelihood is ensured [4].
In the next section, we show that we clearly get an ad-
vantage in solving the original marginal likelihood prob-
lem (17) by repetitively solving (19) using the EM algo-
rithm. We show that, when we use the EM method, the
nonlinear optimization problem becomes a problem of
iteratively constructing analytical solutions and solving
scalar optimization problems, which significantly simpli-
fies solving (17).
5.1 Computation of E-step
First we focus on the E-step. The posterior distribution
of m given wj and an estimate of η is Gaussian and
corresponds to (see also [1]),
ppm|wj ; ηq „ N
`
Cpwj ´Wjigjiq,Pm
˘
(20)
where
Pm “
˜
WJW
σ¯2j
`K´1
¸´1
; C “
PmW
J
σ¯2j
.
Let mˆpnq and Pˆ
pnq
m be the posterior mean and covariance
of m obtained from (20) using ηˆpnq. We define
Mˆpnq :“ Pˆpnqm ` mˆ
pnqmˆpnqJ,
and consider its l ˆ l diagonal blocks, which we de-
note by Mˆ
pnq
j , Mˆ
pnq
k1
, . . . , Mˆ
pnq
kp
, respectively. These sub-
matrices correspond to the posterior second moments of
the estimated impulse responses mˆ
pnq
j ,mˆ
pnq
k1
, . . . , mˆ
pnq
kp
.
The following lemma provides the structure of the func-
tion Qpnqpηq for the particular situation of our setup in
(17).
Lemma 2 Let ηˆpnq be the estimate of η at the nth itera-
tion of the EM algorithm according to (19). Then
Qpnqpηq “ Q
pnq
0 pσ¯
2
j , θq `
ÿ
kPtNjYjuztiu
Qm
pnq
k pλk, βkq
(21)
where
Qpnqo pσ¯
2
j , θq“´N logpσ¯
2
j q ´
1
σ2j
„
wJj wj ´ 2w
J
j Wjigji`
gJjiW
J
jiWjigji ´ 2w
J
j Wmˆ
pnq
` 2gJjiW
J
jiWmˆ
pnq ` tr
`
WJWMˆpnq
˘
,
(22)
Qm
pnq
k pλk, βkq“´log detpλkKβkq´tr
`
pλkKβkq
´1
Mˆ
pnq
k
˘
.
(23)
l
Proof: See the appendix.
The function Qpnqpηq is the summation of several terms
that depend on different components of the vector η.
In particular, we have a term of the type Qm
pnq
k pλk, βkq
for each module in the MISO structure, and a term
Q
pnq
0 pσ¯
2
j , θq for the module of interest and the noise vari-
ance. Therefore, the update of η according to (19) splits
into a number of independent and smaller optimization
problems.
5.2 Computation of M-step
We now focus on the M-step according to (19). From
(21), it is evident that each kernel hyperparameters can
be updated independently of the rest of the parameters.
The following theorem, inspired by [3] and [12], shows
how to update the kernel hyperparameters.
Theorem 1 For the update of each kernel’s hyperpa-
rameters that requires maximizing (23), we define
Qβ
pnq
k pβkq “ log detpKβkq ` l log
ˆ
tr
`
pKβkq
´1
Mˆ
pnq
k
˘˙
(24)
for k P tNj Y juzi. Then the updates are obtained as,
βˆk
pn`1q
“ argmin
βkPr0,1q
Qβ
pnq
k pβkq; (25)
λˆk
pn`1q
“
1
l
tr
`
pK
βˆ
pn`1q
k
q´1Mˆ
pnq
k
˘
(26)
l
Proof: See the appendix.
We note that from (26) that we get closed-form solutions
for all λk, k P tNjYjuztiu, while the βk, k P tNjYjuztiu,
can be updated by solving scalar optimization problems
in the domain r0, 1q, as detailed in (25). Therefore, the
hyperparameters update turns out to be a computation-
ally fast operation.
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We now turn our attention to the update of θ and σ¯2j
for which we need to maximize (22). We notice that
the optimum with respect to θ does not depend on the
optimal value of σ¯2j . Then, we can first update θ and
then use its optimal value to update σ¯2j . How to update
θ is explained in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 The estimate of the parameter vector θ is
updated by solving the quadratic problem
θˆpn`1q “ argmin
θ
„
gJjiAˆ
pnqgji ´ 2bˆ
pnqJgji

(27)
that has a closed form solution given by
θˆpn`1q “
`
MJAˆpnqM
˘´1
MJbˆpnq, (28)
where Aˆpnq and bˆpnq are computed using the current esti-
mates mˆpnq and ηˆpnq, and gji “Mθ where M P R
2Nˆnθ
is a matrix with 1 or 0 as its elements. l
Proof: See the appendix.
Therefore, the parameter vector of the target module is
updated by solving the analytical expression (28).
Remark 1 An additional advantage of the method de-
veloped in this paper is that it relies on iteratively solving
a quadratic least squares problem to find the solution for
the parameters of the target module θ rather than solving
a non-linear least squares problem as in [29], making the
method computationally more efficient.
We are left with updating σ¯2j , which is given in the next
theorem.
Theorem 3 Let gˆ
pn`1q
ji , Wˆ
pn`1q be constructed by in-
serting θˆpn`1q in the general expression of gji and W.
Then
pˆ¯σ2j q
pn`1q“
1
N
„
}wj ´Wjigˆ
pn`1q
ji }
2
2
´ 2wJj Wˆ
pn`1qmˆpnq`
2gˆ
pn`1qJ
ji W
J
jiWˆ
pn`1qmˆpnq`tr
`
Wˆpn`1qJWˆpn`1qMˆpnq
˘
l
Proof: See the appendix.
Thus, a closed-form solution for the estimate of the noise
variance is also obtained.
Remark 2 We estimate the “dummy” noise variance
σ¯2j “ |fanf |
2
σ2j , that is a scaled version of the original
output noise power in the network. If there are no unstable
systems in the MISO setup, then σ¯2j will be σ
2
j . This will
be verified with numerical simulations in section 6.
All-in-all, we have obtained a fast iterative procedure
that provides a local solution to the marginal likelihood
problem (17). All the updates follow simple rules that
allow for fast iterative computation. Algorithm 1 sum-
marizes the steps to follow to obtain ηˆ and therefore θˆ.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for local module identification
in dynamic networks
Input: twkptqu
N
t“1, k “ 1, . . . , p
Output: θˆ
(1) Set n “ 0, Initialize ηˆp0q.
(2) Compute Pˆ
pnq
m , Cˆpnq, Mˆpnq and mˆpnq.
(3) Update hyperparameters βˆk
pn`1q
and λˆk
pn`1q
using
(25) and (26) respectively for all k P tNjYtjuuztiu.
(4) Update θˆpn`1q by solving (28).
(5) Update ˆ¯σ
2pn`1q
j as in Theorem 3.
(6) Set ηˆpn`1q
“ r θˆJpn`1q λˆj
pn`1q
λˆk
pn`1q
1
... λˆk
pn`1q
p
βˆj
pn`1q
βˆk
pn`1q
1
... βˆk
pn`1q
p
ˆ¯σ
2pn`1q
j s
J
(7) Set n “ n` 1.
(8) Repeat from steps (2) to (7) until convergence.
The initialization can be done by randomly choosing
η considering the constraints of hyperparameters. The
convergence criterion for the algorithm depend on the
value of }ηˆ
pnq´ηˆpn´1q}
}ηˆpn´1q}
. This value should be small for con-
vergence so that the algorithm can be terminated. A
value of 10´2 is considered for the numerical simulations
in Section 6. The other convergence criterion is the max-
imum number of iterations. It is taken as 50.
Remark 3 Being applicable to a MISO identification
setup, the introduced method can also be inherently used
for parametric SISO identification, where the process
noise modeling is now simplified by avoiding the model
order selection and reducing the number of parameters
of the noise model to two (which are the hyperparamters
λj , βj).
Remark 4 We notice that:
‚ The method does not require prior information about
the stability of the systemsGjk, k P Nj and the number
of unstable poles in the systems.
‚ According to [9], it is not necessary to take all nodes
wk, k P Nj as the inputs in the MISO structure, but it
is sufficient to take a subset of nodes in Nj as inputs
such that every parallel path 3 from wi to wj and every
loop around wj passes through a selected input. This
may lead to confounding variables which can be han-
dled using additional inputs [10]. These results can be
used with the developed method in this paper to further
reduce the number of parameters to be estimated.
3 a path from wi to wj that does not pass through Gji.
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5.3 Non-parametric identification of modules in the
MISO structure
In this sectionwe slightly adapt the developedmethod to
obtain a non-parametric estimate of the target module.
For this, we rewrite the network equation (3) as,
wjptq “Mjpqqwjptq `
ÿ
kPNj
Mjkpqqwkptq ` e¯jptq (29)
with
Mjpqq :“ 1´
ˆ
pHjq
´1pqq
Fapqq
F ‹a pqq
˙
, (30)
Mjkpqq :“ pHjq
´1
ś
ℓPNjztku
F
paq
jℓ pqq
F ‹a pqq
Bjkpqq
F
psq
jk pqq
, (31)
whereMjkpqq andMjpqq are stable. Following the simi-
lar approach as introduced before, but modeling the im-
pulse response of all the modules (including mi of Mji
that represents the target module) as zero mean Gaus-
sian processes with the prior covariance matrix repre-
sented by the First-order stable spline kernel, we end
up in an iterative algorithm to estimate the parame-
ter vector η which contains the hyperparameters λk, βk
where k P Nj and the noise variance σ¯
2
j . Since we are
not paramterizing any modules, we do not have θ in the
parameter vector η. The solutions for the β’s and λ’s at
each iteration are given by (25) and (26) respectively.
The solution to σ¯2j at each iteration is given by,
pˆ¯σ2j q
pn`1q “
1
N
„
}wj}
2
2
´ 2wJj Wmˆ
pnq ` tr
`
WJWMˆpnq
˘
where
W :“
”
Wj Wk1 Wk2 . . . Wkp
ı
.
The above solution is equivalent to the solution of ˆ¯σ2j in
Theorem 3, however without the terms that are func-
tion of θ (i.e. gji, Gb, Gf ,Wjigji). Thus we will end up
in the same Algorithm 1, however with steps related
to θ (step 4) being not applicable. The posterior mean
of mk, k P Nj and mj obtained using (20) (neglect-
ing the effect of Wjigji) for the converged η provides
us the impulse response of Mjk and Mj respectively.
From these, the impulse response estimates of the mod-
ules Gjk, k P Nj can be obtained. Thus we obtain a
non-parametric identification method to identify all the
modules in the MISO structure as a derived result of the
earlier developed identification technique.
6 Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations are performed to evaluate the
performance of the developed method, which we abbre-
viate as Empirical Bayes Direct Method (EBDM). The
simulations are performed on the dynamic network de-
picted in Figure 1. The goal is to identify G031. To show
the effectiveness of the introduced method and its flexi-
bility to handle stable and unstable modules with a sin-
gle unified identification framework, we perform the sim-
ulations for two different cases:
(1) Case 1: All modules in the MISO setup are stable.
(2) Case 2: The modules in the MISO setup including
the target module can be stable or unstable.
The results of the numerical simulations are presented
below.
6.1 Case study 1
The EBDM is compared with the standard direct
method and the two-stage method (see [33] for details).
The networkmodules of network in Figure 1 are given by
G031 “
q´1 ` 0.05q´2
1` q´1 ` 0.6q´2
“
b01q
´1 ` b02q
´2
1` a01q
´1 ` a02q
´2
G032 “
0.09q´1
1` 0.5q´1
;
G034 “
1.184q´1 ´ 0.647q´2 ` 0.151q´3 ´ 0.082q´4
1´ 0.8q´1 ` 0.279q´2 ´ 0.048q´3 ` 0.01q´4
;
G014 “ G
0
21 “
0.4q´1 ´ 0.5q´2
1` 0.3q´1
;H01 “
1
1` 0.2q´1
;
G012 “ G
0
23 “
0.4q´1 ` 0.5q´2
1` 0.3q´1
;H02 “
1
1` 0.3q´1
H03 “
1´ 0.505q´1 ` 0.155q´2 ´ 0.01q´3
1´ 0.729q´1 ` 0.236q´2 ´ 0.019q´3
;H04 “ 1.
We run 50 independent Monte Carlo experiments where
the data is generated using known reference signals r2ptq
and r4ptq that are realizations of white noise with unit
variance. The number of data samples is N = 500. The
noise sources e1ptq, e2ptq, e3ptq and e4ptq have variance
0.05, 0.08, 0.5, 0.1, respectively.We assume that we know
the model order of G031pqq. In the case of direct method,
we solve a 3-input/1-output MISO identification prob-
lem with w1ptq, w2ptq and w4ptq as inputs. In the two-
stage method, the projections of the three inputs on ex-
ternal signals r2ptq and r4ptq are used as inputs to the
MISO identification problem. For both these methods,
we consider the case where a model order selection of all
the modules in the MISO structure (except for the tar-
get module) is required, and the case where the model
orders are known. Moreover, in order to improve the ac-
curacy of the identified module in the two-stage method,
we identify a noise model even though it is not necessary
for consistency.
Figure 4 shows the estimated impulse response at the
end of each MC simulation using the EBDM. It can be
verified that, in line with our framework, the estimates
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provide the description of the dynamics ofMj ,Mjk, k P
Nj andGji. To evaluate the performance of the methods,
we use the standard goodness-of-fit metric,
Fit “ 1´
}g0ji ´ gˆji}2
}g0ji ´ g¯ji}2
,
where g0ji is the true value of the impulse response ofG
0
ji,
gˆji is the impulse response of the estimated target mod-
ule and g¯ji is the sample mean of g
0
ji. The box plots of the
fits of the impulse response ofG31pqq are shown in Figure
2, where we have compared the two-stage method with
true model orders (’TS+TO’), the direct method with
true model orders and model orders selected via BIC
(’DM+TO’ and ’DM+MOS’, respectively), and the Em-
pirical Bayes DirectMethod (’EBDM’). As for the latter,
we choose l “ 100. It can be noted that in this setup the
EBDM achieves a fit on par with the Direct method and
significantly better than the two-stage method. Figure 3
shows the mean and standard deviation of the parame-
ter estimates of G31. It is evident that the EBDM gives
a smaller bias and a greatly reduced variance compared
to the other considered identification methods. The re-
duction in variance is attributed to the regularization
approach used in this method. The fit is calculated us-
ing the estimated impulse response from the estimated
parameters of the target module. Even though, the vari-
ability is high in estimated parameters using the Direct
Method, it did not affect the fit of the impulse response,
that produces an on par result in figure 2 when com-
pared with EBDM. However, Figure 3 clearly shows that
EBDM performs better than the other considered ap-
proaches. Considering a relatively small sized network
with 3 modules in the MISO structure, the developed
method proves effective. When the size of the network
grows, the results of the direct method may deterio-
rate further due to increase in variance; furthermore, it
is expected that in large networks the model order se-
lection step contributes to inaccurate results. Thus the
EBDM, by offering reduced variance and circumventing
the problem of model order selection, can stand out as
an effective local module identification method in large
dynamic networks.
6.2 Case study 2
Now we look into the case where the modules in the
MISO structure may not be stable. In this case, we con-
sider the same network as in Figure 1, however with un-
stable module G031 (target module) and G
0
32. The net-
work modules of network in Figure 1 are the same as in
previous section but with unstableG031 andG
0
32 given by
G031“
q´1 ` 0.05q´2
1` 1.7q´1 ` 1.073q´2
“
b01q
´1 ` b02q
´2
1` a01q
´1 ` a02q
´2
G032“
´0.7339q´1´0.1256q´2`0.04023q´3`0.011q´4
1´1.089q´1´0.104q´2`0.052q´3`0.011q´4
.
TS+TO DM+TO DM+MOS EBDM
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
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m
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Fig. 2. Box plot of the fit of the impulse response of Gˆ31 ob-
tained by the Two-stage method, Direct method and EBDM.
Number of data samples used for estimation is N = 500.
DM+TO DM+MOS EBDM
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-2
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Fig. 3. Bias and standard deviation of each parameter ob-
tained from 50 MC simulations using different identification
methods.
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Fig. 4. Bottom right plot provides the impulse response es-
timate of the target module at the end of each MC simula-
tion, which is obtained from the estimated parameter θ. The
other plots show the impulse response estimates of the filters
that are modeled as GP’s, which is obtained by calculating
the posterior (20) from the estimated hyperparameters. The
black dashed line provides the true impulse response of the
modules.
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G031 has two complex poles that are not stable and G
0
32
has four poles of which one is a real unstable pole. The
noise source e3ptq has variance of 0.1. The experiment
setup is similar to the previous case and we run 50 MC
experiments with the introduced method in this paper.
To evaluate the performance of the EBDM, we use the
standard goodness-of-fit metric,
Fit “ 1´
}θ0 ´ θˆ}2
}θ0 ´ θ¯}2
,
where θ0 are the true parameters of the target module, θˆ
are the estimated parameters and θ¯ is the samplemean of
θ0. Due to the instability of the target module, we choose
fit on parameters and not on the impulse response. The
box plot of the fit of the parameters of G31pqq is shown
in Figure 5, where the Empirical Bayes Direct Method
(’EBDM’) is used to identify the unstable target mod-
ule. We choose l “ 200. It can be noted that the box plot
is above 0.9, which indicates a better fit. Figure 6 shows
the mean and standard deviation of the parameter es-
timates of G31. It is evident that the bias and variance
is small. The reduction in variance is attributed to the
regularization approach used in this method.
It is noteworthy to compare the introduced EBDM with
other available approaches that can identify unstable
modules. In [14], a method to identify unstable SISO
systems with Box-Jenkins (BJ) structure using high or-
der ARX modeling has been introduced. This method
proves effective in estimating the unstable poles of the
system with high accuracy (less variance) [14], but the
estimated model will have high variance due to high or-
der modeling. Also, the estimated model will be of high
order unless there is sufficiently large data. Figure 7
shows the bode magnitude plot of the estimates after
50 MC simulations with the experimental setup in case
study 2 using EBDM and the method of ARX modeling
in [14]. ARX models of 15th order are used for the latter
method. Even though the estimate of unstable poles are
with high accuracy for the latter method, the EBDM
performs significantly better in terms of accuracy with
less variance in the identified frequency response. Since
we have limited data (N “ 500), the estimated model
with the method in [14] is of high order, which can be
verified from figure 7.
A three step parametric identification method to iden-
tify unstable SISO system is introduced in [15]. The first
step involves identifying the unstable poles of the param-
eterized model using the result that the unstable poles
can be identified with high accuracy using the method
in [14]. In the next step, from the obtained estimates,
the parameters of the anti-stable part is fixed, and a
weighted null space fitting (WNSF) method is used to
identify the rest of the parameters of the parameterized
model of interest. However, for the MISO identification
EBDM
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Fig. 5. Box plot of the fit of the parameters of Gˆ31 obtained
by the proposed method. Number of data samples used for
estimation is N = 500.
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Fig. 6. Bias and standard deviation of each parameter ob-
tained from 50 MC simulations using different identification
methods.
setup in a dynamic network framework, we might end up
in estimating ’false’ unstable poles for the target mod-
ule in the first step where ARX modeling is used. Due
to high order ARX modeling, these ’false’ unstable poles
can be the unstable poles of the modules in the MISO
setup other than the target module and it becomes diffi-
cult to distinguish the unstable poles between each mod-
ules, so that the estimate of unstable roots of the tar-
get module can be fixed for the second step. For exam-
ple, the simulations depicted in Figure 7 using the ARX
modeling method, we estimate the target module of or-
der 15 with 3 unstable poles, where 2 unstable poles are
the poles of G031 and the extra unstable pole is the un-
stable pole of G032. Therefore, it becomes difficult to use
the WNSF method in this setup without prior knowl-
edge about the unstable poles. An alternative BJ model
has been proposed in [13] that can be used with predic-
tion error framework. However, implementation of this is
significantly more complex than the introduced EBDM.
6.3 Estimated noise variance
Using the experimental setup of case study 1 and 2 but
with different noise power (variance) of e3 (σ3) acting on
the output node w3, we performed simulations using the
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Actual value (σ¯3 “ σ3) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1 2
Estimated value (ˆ¯σ3) 0.0971 0.1908 0.2804 0.4093 0.4710 0.6314 0.7620 0.8207 0.9449 1.9398
Actual value (σ¯23 “ |
Fa
F‹a
|
2
σ23) 0.1475 0.2950 0.4425 0.5901 0.7376 0.8851 1.0326 1.1801 1.4752 2.9503
Estimated value (ˆ¯σ3) 0.1520 0.3005 0.4579 0.5946 0.7338 0.8642 0.9145 1.1851 1.6030 2.7349
Table 1
Results of the simulations that were performed using the setup of case study 1 (upper) and 2 (lower) with different noise
variance of e3 acting on the output node w3. Table 1 shows the actual “dummy” noise variance to be estimated and the
estimated noise variance using EBDM for the experimental setup in Case 1 (upper) and Case 2 (lower).
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Fig. 7. Bode magnitude plot to compare the estimates of the
introduced approach(upper) and the approach in [14](lower).
EBDM for the network in Figure 1. For the case study 1,
since all modules are stable (i.e. Fa
F ‹a
“ 1), the estimated
noise variance ˆ¯σ3 should be approximately equal to the
actual noise variance σ3 (see remark 2). This can be ver-
ified from the Table 1 (upper) where the estimated noise
variance approximates well the actual noise variance in
the network. Considering the case study 2, the estimated
noise variance ˆ¯σ3 should be approximately equal to the
scaled version of the actual noise variance σ3 given by
σ¯23 “ |
Fa
F ‹a
|
2
σ23 “ |fanf |
2
σ23 i.e. the “dummy”noise vari-
ance. This can be verified from the Table 1 (lower).
7 Conclusions
An effective regularized kernel-based approach for local
module identification in dynamic networks has been in-
troduced in this paper. The introducedmethod (EBDM)
circumvents the model order selection step for all the
modules that are not of primary interest to the experi-
menter, but still need to be identified in order to get a
consistent estimate of the target module. Furthermore,
by using regularized non-parametric methods, the num-
ber of parameters to be estimated is greatly reduced,
with a clear benefit in terms of mean square error of the
estimated target module. Therefore, the method is com-
putationally less complex and scales favorably to large
size networks. The method developed in this paper is
capable of performing identification in networks com-
posed by unstable modules, without any prior informa-
tion about the stability of the modules. Numerical ex-
periments performed with a dynamic network example
illustrate the potentials of the developedmethod on com-
parison with the already available methods on networks
of stable modules. The developed method provides bet-
ter estimates and a reduced variance is observed in the
identified model due to the integration of the regulariza-
tion approach in the method.
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A Proof of Proposition 1
Analogous to the factorization technique used in [13]
and [14], we factorize each Fjk (from now on superscript
0 is dropped for convenience) as,
Fjkpqq “ F
psq
jk pqqF
paq
jk pqq (A.1)
where F
psq
jk pqq contains the stable roots of Fjkpzq and
F
paq
jk pqq contains the anti-stable roots of Fjkpzq, which
are given by
F
psq
jk pqq “ 1` fjk
psq
1 q
´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fjk
psq
nf
q
´n
psq
fjk (A.2)
F
paq
jk pqq “ 1` fjk
paq
1 q
´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fjk
paq
nf
q
´n
paq
fjk . (A.3)
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We introduce F
˚paq
jk pqq as the monic polynomial whose
roots are the mirrored (and stable) roots of F
paq
jk pqq. We
can write F
˚paq
jk pqq as,
F
˚paq
jk pqq “ 1`
fjk
paq
nf´1
fjk
paq
nf
q´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
1
fjk
paq
nf
q
´nfjk , (A.4)
assuming without loss of generality that fjk
paq
nf
‰ 0.
Then, we define Fapqq as the product of all polynomi-
als with anti-stable roots i.e. Fapqq “
ś
kPNj
F
paq
jk pqq “
1` fa1q
´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fanf q
´nfa , and F˚a pqq as the polyno-
mial with mirrored roots of Fapqq inside the unit circle
i.e. F˚a pqq “
ś
kPNj
F
˚paq
jk pqq “ 1 `
fanf´1
fanf
q´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
1
fanf
q´nfa .
As the next step, we re-write the noise term vjptq in
(3) using a the input white noise process e¯jptq instead
of ejptq. Using the fact that
F ‹a pqq
Fapqq
is an all pass filter
(linear) with a magnitude of | 1
fanf
| [13], we can write
vjptq “ Hjpqq
F ‹a pqq
Fapqq
e¯jptq whose noise spectrum Φvj
equals |Hpeiωq|
2
| 1
fanf
|
2
σ¯2j , where σ¯
2
j “ |fanf |
2
σ2j is the
variance of e¯jptq.
With the above expression of the noise term and using
Gjipqq “
Bjipqq
Fjipqq
“
Bjipqq
F
psq
ji
pqqF
paq
ji
pqq
, and assuming rjptq “ 0
for the sake of brevity, Eq. (3) is rewritten as,
wjptq “Mjpqqwjptq ´ p1´MjpqqqF¯jipqqwjptq
` p1´MjpqqqBjipqqwiptq `
ÿ
kPNjztiu
Mjkpqqwkptq ` e¯jptq
(A.5)
with
Mjpqq :“ 1´
ˆ
pHjq
´1pqq
ś
kPNjztiu
F
paq
jk pqq
F ‹a pqqF
psq
ji pqq
˙
, (A.6)
Mjkpqq :“ pHjq
´1
ś
ℓPNjztku
F
paq
jℓ pqq
F ‹a pqq
Bjkpqq
F
psq
jk pqq
, (A.7)
where F¯jipqq “ ´p1´ Fjipqqq, and Mjpqq is a strictly
proper stable filters with only stable poles which are
the roots of F˚a pzq, F
psq
ji pzq and poles of pHjq
´1, while
Mjkpqq, k P Njztiu are also strictly proper stable fil-
ters with only stable poles which are the roots of F˚a pzq,
F
psq
jk pzq and poles of pHjq
´1.
B Proof of Lemma 2
Using the Bayes’ rule the expression in Eq. (18) can be
written as,
Qpnqpηq “ Erlog ppwj |mj ,mk1,mk2, . . . ,mkp; ηqs
` Erlog ppmj ; ηq ` log ppmk1; ηq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` log ppmkp; ηqs
(B.1)
Qpnqpηq “ ErAs ` ErBs (B.2)
A :“ ´
N
2
logp2πq ´
N
2
logpσ¯2j q´
1
2σ2j
pwj ´Wjigji ´Wsq
Jpwj ´Wjigji ´Wsq
(B.3)
B :“ ´
l
2
logp2πq ´
1
2
logrdetpλjKβjqs ´
1
2
mj
JpλjKβjq
´1
mj
`
ÿ
kPNjztiu
„
´
l
2
logp2πq ´
1
2
logrdetpλkKβkqs
´
1
2
mk
JpλkKβkq
´1
mk

(B.4)
Taking Expectation of each element in A and B with
respect to ppm|wj ; ηˆ
pnqq (i.e. Eppm|wj ;ηˆpnqq) we get,
ErAs “ ´
N
2
logp2πq ´
N
2
logpσ2j q ´
1
2σ2j
„
wJj wj ´ g
J
jiW
J
jiwj
´ ErmJsWJwj ´ w
J
j Wjigji ` g
J
jiW
J
jiWjigji`
ErmJsWJWjigji ´ w
J
j WErms ` g
J
jiW
J
jiWErms
` trpWJWErmmJsq

(B.5)
ErBs “ ´
l
2
logp2πq ´
1
2
logrdetpλjKβjqs´
1
2
tr
`
pλjKβjq
´1
Ermjmj
Js
˘
`
ÿ
kPNjztiu
„
´
l
2
logp2πq ´
1
2
logrdetpλkKβkqs
´
1
2
tr
`
pλkKβkq
´1
Ermkmk
Js
˘
(B.6)
The constants can be removed from the objective func-
tions and multiplication with scalar value 2 can be done
to simplify the objective function. On substituting the
expected values ErmmJs “ Mˆpnq, Ermkmk
Js “ Mˆ
pnq
k ,
Ermjmj
Js “ Mˆ
pnq
j and Erms “ mˆ
pnq we get the state-
ment of the Lemma.
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C Proof of Theorem 1
The proof follows the procedure used in [3]. We partially
differentiate (23) with respect to λk and equate to zero
to get the λ˚k expression. Substituting this λ
˚
k in (23) we
get the expression for (24) using which we obtain βˆ
pn`1q
k .
Equation (26) is the expression of λ˚k after substituting
βˆ
pn`1q
k .
D Proof of Theorem 2
In order to find θˆpnq, σ¯2j is fixed to ˆ¯σ
2pnq
j and substituted
in Eq. (22). After substitution the terms that are inde-
pendent of θ can be removed from the objective function
since it becomes a constant. Then we get,
Qpnqo pθ, ˆ¯σ
2pnq
j q “ constant ´
1
ˆ¯σ
2pnq
j
„
´ 2wJj Wmˆ
pnq ` tr
`
WJWMˆpnq
˘
´ 2wJj Wjigji ` g
J
jiW
J
jiWjigji ` 2g
J
jiW
J
jiWmˆ
pnq

.
(D.1)
We know introduce the following notation. Let D1 P
R
N2ˆN and D2 P R
N2ˆN are two matrices such that,
for any vector w P RN , D1w “ vecpW q, where W is
the Toeplitz matrix of w, and D2w “ vecpW
Jq. Let us
define m˘pnq P RN be a vector such that, if N ď l, m˘pnq is
the vector of first N elements of mˆpnq and if N ą l, m˘pnq
is a vector with the first l elements equal to mˆpnq and
the remaining ones equal to 0. Let M˘ pnq, W˘ℓ P R
NˆN
where ℓ P ti, ju be the Toeplitz matrix of mˆpnq and w¯ℓ
respectively. Then
X “
”
Wj Wk1 . . . Wkp
ı
, Yˆpnq “ M˘ pnqrW˘i ´W˘js
and
Zi “
”
W¯i 0 0 . . . 0
ı
P RNˆpp`1ql ,
Zj “
”
´W¯j 0 0 . . . 0
ı
P RNˆpp`1ql .
We can re-write the following terms,Wmˆpnq “ X mˆpnq`
GbW¯imˆ
pnq
j ´ GfW¯jmˆ
pnq
j “ X mˆ
pnq ` Yˆpnqgji and W “
X `GbZi `GfZj . Therefore,
θˆpn`1q
“ argmax
θ
„
2wJj Wmˆ
pnq ´ tr
`
WJWMˆpnq
˘
` 2wJj Wjigji ´ g
J
jiW
J
jiWjigji ´ 2g
J
jiW
J
jiWmˆ
pnq

“ argmax
θ
„
2wJj X mˆ
pnq ` 2wJj Yˆ
pnqgji ´ tr
`
XXJMˆpnq
˘
´
tr
`
XMˆpnqZJj G
J
f
˘
´ tr
`
ZiMˆ
pnqXJGb
˘
´
tr
`
ZjMˆ
pnqXJGf
˘
´ tr
`
GbZiMˆ
pnqZJi G
J
b
˘
´
tr
`
GfZjMˆ
pnqZJj G
J
f
˘
´ tr
`
GbZiMˆ
pnqZJj G
J
f
˘
´
tr
`
GfZjMˆ
pnqZJi G
J
b
˘
´ tr
`
XMˆpnqZJi G
J
b
˘
` 2wJj Wjigji ´ g
J
jiW
J
jiWjigji
´ 2gJjiW
J
jiX mˆ
pnq ´ 2gJjiW
J
ji Yˆ
pnqgji

Neglecting constant terms we get,
θˆpn`1q “
“ argmax
θ
„
2wJj Yˆ
pnqgji ´ tr
`
XMˆpnqZJi G
J
b
˘
´
tr
`
XMˆpnqZJj G
J
f
˘
´ tr
`
ZiMˆ
pnqXJGb
˘
´
tr
`
ZjMˆ
pnqXJGf
˘
´ tr
`
GbZiMˆ
pnqZJi G
J
b
˘
´
tr
`
GfZjMˆ
pnqZJj G
J
f
˘
´ tr
`
GbZiMˆ
pnqZJj G
J
f
˘
´
tr
`
GfZjMˆ
pnqZJi G
J
b
˘
` 2wJj Wjigji
´ gJjiW
J
jiWjigji ´ 2mˆ
pnqJXJWjigji ´ 2g
J
jiW
J
ji Yˆ
pnqgji

“ argmax
θ
„
2wJj Yˆ
pnqgji ´ vecpZiMˆ
pnqJXJqJD2bji´
vecpZjMˆ
pnqJXJqJD2fji ´ vecpXMˆ
pnqJZJi q
JD1bji
´ vecpXMˆpnqJZJj q
JD1fji ´ b
J
jiD
J
1 pZiMˆ
pnqZJi b IN qD1bji
´ fJjiD
J
1 pZjMˆ
pnqZJj b IN qD1fji
´ bJjiD
J
1 pZiMˆ
pnqZJj b IN qD1fji
´ fJjiD
J
1 pZjMˆ
pnqZJi b IN qD1bji
` 2wJj Wjigji ´ g
J
jiW
J
jiWjigji ´ 2mˆ
pnqJXJWjigji
´ 2gJjiW
J
ji Yˆ
pnqgji

.
Defining
Aˆ
pnq
11 “ rD
J
1 pZiMˆ
pnqZJi b IN qD1s
Aˆ
pnq
12 “ rD
J
1 pZiMˆ
pnqZJj b IN qD1s
Aˆ
pnq
21 “ rD
J
1 pZjMˆ
pnqZJi b IN qD1s
Aˆ
pnq
22 “ rD
J
1 pZjMˆ
pnqZJj b IN qD1s
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bˆ
pnq
11 “
”
´
1
2
vecpZiMˆ
pnqJXJqJD2 ´
1
2
vecpXMˆpnqJZJi q
JD1
ıJ
,
bˆ
pnq
12 “
”
´
1
2
vecpZjMˆ
pnqJXJqJD2 ´
1
2
vecpXMˆpnqJZJj q
JD1
ıJ
and
Aˆpnq “
«
Aˆ
pnq
11 Aˆ
pnq
12
Aˆ
pnq
21 Aˆ
pnq
22
ff
`WJjiWji ` 2W
J
ji Yˆ
pnq ,
bˆpnq “
«
bˆ
pnq
11
bˆ
pnq
12
ff
` rwJj Wji ` w
J
j Yˆ
pnq ´ mˆpnqJXJWjis
J
we get that the parameter vector θ are updated by solv-
ing the problem
θˆpn`1q “ argmin
θ
„
gJjiAˆ
pnqgji ´ 2bˆ
pnqJgji

. (D.2)
We have gji to be linearly parameterized with θ, that
is gji “ Mθ where M P R
2Nˆnθ . Therefore, the above
problem becomes quadratic and a closed-form solution
is achieved. Thus we get the statement of Theorem 2.
E Proof of Theorem 3
In order to find ˆ¯σ
2pnq
j , θ is fixed to θˆ
pn`1q and substi-
tuted in Eq. (22). After substitution, Q
pnq
o pσ¯2j , θˆ
pn`1qq is
differentiated w.r.t. σ¯2j and equated to zero to get the
statement of the Theorem.
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